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Using Tasks to Stimulate Communication and Cooperation in 
Mathematics Lessons – Linking Subject and Social Learning

From the student’s perspective, cooperative learning means: focusing equally on the subject 
and everyone else involved. This social aspect of “mutual learning” is one of the reasons most 
students express a preference for group work. From the teacher’s vantage point, there are also 
many good reasons for incorporating cooperative forms of learning into lessons. If we were to 
reduce the most frequently stated reasons into a few succinct formulas, they might be:

 >  Increasing participation and boosting individual activity
 > Fostering communication skills
 >  Encouraging cooperation skills and willingness to accept responsibility
 > Higher level of reflection and deeper understanding through “learning by teaching”
 > Active negotiation instead of knowledge acquisition (“constructive learning”) 

It all boils down to a simple formula:

Certainly, the aspects outlined above deserve more in-depth analysis. But they are only men-
tioned briefly here because they apply regardless of the respective school subject. There are 
a number of texts that elaborate on general advantages and examples of cooperative learning 
(e.g. Johnson and Johnson 1989, Dubs 1995, Meyer 1996).  

There are numerous continuing education programs dedicated to cooperative learning (e.g. 
Klippert 1998, Green/Green 2005). However, these are not designed to address the special 
features and requirements of the subject of mathematics. As convincing the arguments and 
examples presented there may be, it is sometimes difficult to translate the methodological 
arrangements to subject-specific learning in mathematics courses. Of course, this also has to 
do with the fact that the key aspects of mathematics education, such as concept formation 
processes, ways of communicating and reasoning or specific treatment of the subject cannot 
be seen in a vacuum isolated from the real world.

For this reason, this paper is aimed at developing reasons for and examples of cooperative 
learning from the unique perspective of the subject of mathematics and offering a number 
of suggestions for arranging cooperative learning environments, in particular for the develop-
ment and selection of suitable exercises.

Co-operative forms of learning are needed in order to link cognitive learning and 

social learning together in class.
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Reasons for Cooperation and Communication  
in Mathematics Lessons 

Why should mathematics, of all subjects, strengthen its focus on the opportunities afforded 
by cooperative learning? In addition to the arguments not related to the subject, two key 
subject-related reasons are outlined and explained here:

First subject-related reason: 
Cooperative learning is a key pillar of universal mathematics education. 

Important aspects of school’s role in providing education, such as imparting social skills or 
sharpening critical thinking abilities, cannot be delegated to the individual subjects. The fact 
that mathematics has nevertheless failed to play a major role here lies above all in the subject 
area itself: Mathematics as a cultural technique (most importantly calculating and estimat-
ing) is involved in social processes, but is seen more as a set of tools than a means of com-
munication. Mathematics as a scientific discipline is primarily concerned with mathematical 
ideas, i.e. ab-stract intellectual phenomena that seem unrelated to social phenomena at first 
glance.
Both perspectives are deeply one-sided and reductive: as a cultural technique mathe matics 
has become a vital communications instrument. A substantial portion of the information 
that must be exchanged in order to participate in social life comes to us in mathematical 
form: everyone must be able to read and understand numerical data, tables and graphs, not 
merely acknowledge statistics but also be capable of critically analysing them. As a scientific 
discipline mathematics penetrates every facet of our increasingly technology-driven lives. 
Without mathematics, mobile phones and the Internet would be inconceivable. Whether we 
trust online banking also depends on how willing we are to rely on the mathematics behind 
it. Ultimately, laypeople and professionals – in the future perhaps even more than today – will 
need to be able to join the discussion on making social decisions on mathematics and its role.

The consequence of these – far from new – insights is: Universal mathematics education must 
incorporate these social aspects of mathematics in both its content and overall design. It is 
just as obligated to take the social processes, practice in cooperation and social responsibility 
into consideration as subject-related content. (Heymann 1996 in particular referred to these 
interre-lationships).

An example of the specific contribution that the subject of mathematics can make to social 
learning is the ability to deal with differences in a constructive way: with differences of 
 opinion in individual cases and with differences in performance in general.

Differences of opinion seem easy to clarify in mathematics – things are supposedly defined as 
being either right or wrong (from the students’ vantage point unfortunately more as a result of 
a dictum imposed by the teacher than through the possibility of objective analysis). But the 
overriding principle in mathematics is variety of opinion and professional discourse – some 
statements can be verified, others depend on individual decisions. In these types of situations 
it is essential to be able to work together, make mutual decisions and accept differences as 
valid (the following section offers a few examples of such situations).
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Second subject-related reason: Cooperative learning also reflects tmethods of working 
within the scientific discipline of mathematics 

The ostensibly completed structure of “mathematics” and the steadfast definitions of true 
and false in many mathematics textbooks conceal the view of mathematics as it appears to 

Differences in performance between people are – even in a structured school system and cer-
tainly in society – a part of our everyday experience. Schools offer students the chance to deal 
with these differences in a constructive manner. This naturally means that they help support 
their classmates’ learning efforts (not merely to look good) and, conversely, that they are will-
ing to accept or even actively seek out help themselves. These learning effects are especially 
obvious in classrooms that integrate students with disabilities.

Regretfully, education standards and centralised testing (e.g. in Germany) are often geared 
to-wards “technical and cognitive abilities” in terms of what is expected of students. These 
sys-tems require that and test whether students are able to effectively apply certain abilities, 
skills and knowledge. However, the more difficult challenge lies in describing and verifying 
whether they do this in a responsible or cooperative way. To that extent, it is important not to 
relegate the universal education aspects of subject-specific learning to merely a supporting 
role.

Technical, social and personal skills are found in mathematics wherever process-related com-
petencies are in focus, e.g.:

Cognitive skills ... ... and the associated social attitude 

Students should ...

be able to use their own words 

and specialist terms to  

conclusively argue,

learning to handle dissent (from others and 

themselves) and mistakes in a constructive 

manner

glean information from  

mathematical presentations 

and deal with the plurality and interest 

dependency of models in the process

describe reality using 

 mathematical models

and deal with the plurality and interest 

dependency of models in the process

solve inner and outer 

 mathematical problems 

and allocate tasks to independently 

organise themselves and their work on the 

subject
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those who actively practise the subject. Mathematics is not merely cerebral; it does not take 
place solely at the desks of individual mathematicians, but is also a social phenomenon:
as a rule, mathematical correlations are not simply derived or proven, but instead have a 
 history of origin that branches out into many different directions. Mathematicians use exam-
ples, experiences or undefinable intuition to formulate hypotheses. “Mathematical concepts 
and systems of thought are theoretical in nature. They progress in the same manner in which 
they were created; they are not necessarily rooted in reality but instead are conceptual drafts 
and constructions that help people interpret, investigate and construct reality.” (Hefendehl-
Hebeker 2005).
Due to the revelatory analogy to natural sciences here, we also speak of the semi-empirical 
ap-proach of mathematicians. Thus, inventing mathematics is a process in which terminology 
and ideas develop further in an interplay of assumption and verification.
Communication and cooperation between people plays an important role here. Whether a 
phrase will take hold also depends on whether it is able to convince the mathematics com-
munity. This process is characterised by increasingly precise specification of mathematical 
terms, which minimises the risk of misunderstandings and lays the foundation for finding a 
social consensus.
These phenomena are the product of the cooperative mathematical insight gained and can 
and should also be reflected in how mathematics lessons are organised. Students invent and 
discover mathematics on their own individual learning paths (“The way I did it was...”), which 
they then compare and analyse with others (“How did you do it?”) and finally consolidate 
 during the consensus-finding process (“This is how we will do it!”). This type of “dialogue 
learning” (Gallin/Ruf 1998) is based on cooperation between students – but also on a co-
operative general attitude on the part of teachers, who ultimately introduce standards into 
the learning process. The result of these types of processes, which in the final analysis are 
mathematical terms, are therefore – even in school – a product of social bargaining and not 
“finished know ledge” to be imparted on students.
In conclusion, one might state: mathematical activities – whether in science or in the class-
room – are to a great extent activities that require social exchange:

 > Mathematical reasoning is a communicative act, the object of which is not only to con-
vince oneself, but more importantly to persuade others of one’s arguments.

 >  Modelling requires decision-making and simplification, the suitability of which can 
only be assessed after careful consideration of the various approaches.

 >  Cooperative problem solving is not only more effective than independent work, it can 
also be used to learn about other peoples’ strategies and expand one’s own repertoire.

So there are many reasons for placing more emphasis on cooperative learning phases in 
mathematics lessons. One of the worst reasons is probably the argument that children should 
be freed of the pressure of strict mathematics from time to time, that they should be given 
periods of free time, so to speak, in which social intercourse plays a more important role 
than mathematics. This attitude would mean dismissing mathematics as a discipline in a re-
ductionist way and failing to appreciate the role of mathematics in general education. On the 
contrary, the aforementioned arguments and, even more importantly, the following examples 
prove that co-operative learning offers opportunities for blending subject and social learning 
in an organic way. 
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Structuring Cooperative Learning in Mathematics 

Cooperative learning is not an end in itself, nor does it compensate for the otherwise looming 
prevalence of cognitive learning. Instead, cognitive and social learning must coalesce into 
co-operative forms of learning. But in individual cases, when and how do we decide whether 
and how to design the learning process in a cooperative way?
First, there is (generally) a common thematic thread at the forefront of lesson planning. This 
might be a mathematical object, but it could also be an educational field with a strong link 
to real-world experiences that allows mathematical objects to unfold (such as in project-
based lessons). Second, a teacher may consider which mathematical ideas, which problems 
and ques-tions posed at a certain point during the lesson would be conducive to subsequent 
learning processes.
The prospective topic may be particularly suitable for stimulating or even reflecting on certain 
mathematical activities, such as modelling or reasoning. (It is also conceivable for these types 
of mathematical processes to be in the foreground from time to time and for appropriate the-
matic content not to be selected until later on.)
These considerations do not become specific tasks and lesson arrangements until the third 
step. Hence, appropriate tasks may help create a “template” for effective lessons (see 
Büchter/Leuders 2005), but they do not guarantee success. This is why the tasks and the 
meth-odological arrangement in which students complete them are so tightly intertwined and 
should be planned in a coordinated manner. The role that cooperative learning arrangements 
can play in individual cases should be considered here. Among others, the following aspects 
should be examined very closely:

 > What purpose does the planned lesson phase serve? Is the focus on permitting  students 
to investigate topics in an open, multifaceted way, on reinforcing and integrative 
 practice or on applying certain skills? The answer to this question will help determine 
which of the many conceivable cooperative arrangements can have the most powerful 
effect.

 > Which mathematical processes should be emphasised? Should the students
 > explore open-ended situations,
 > find assumptions and search for rationale,
 > mathematise real situations 
 > systematise concepts?

or perhaps a combination of these? 

 > Which mathematical ideas, concepts and contents should be used or targeted? Do 
 students have the opportunity to explore these contents or concepts in a variety of 
ways, to negotiate them with one another? 

 > What collaborative skills can the students be expected to have mastered in advance, 
respectively which aspects should be fostered in particular?

The answers to these questions offer a picture of effective arrangements, the extent to which 
they may be used and which specific ones are appropriate in each case. However, there is no 
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algorithm for making this kind of decision on suitable cooperative forms of learning, in the 
sense of: “In these circumstances, it makes sense to use this or that method.” First of all, 
it is impossible to separate the manner in which the content of a task is designed and the 
organisa-tional structure in the form of a teaching method. Moreover, students’ cooperation 
skills are both the prerequisite and objective of a lesson: Those who wish to promote coopera-
tion by methodological design will always have to assume and have faith in students being 
able to cooperate in a certain way.
Indeed, this entanglement of content and methods, of prerequisites and objectives does not 
make it easy to “plan” cooperative learning. Simple recipes that work independently of the 
respective learning group are out of place here.
Nevertheless, a few basic requirements can be formulated as necessary conditions for co-
operative learning situations:

 > Communication and argumentation between students are an integral part of cooperation 
and thus a prerequisite for cooperative learning. 

 > In order for this type of exchange to occur, the problems must leave students room for 
analysis and decision-making; i.e. they must be sufficiently open. 

Exercises that only have one answer and essentially only one path to obtaining the solution are 
thus less suited for collaborative work. Having all of the students basically perform the same 
task and differentiating between who performed it correctly or incorrectly lowers cognitive ac-
tivity: very few students participate in class; in group work only one student works, the others 
simply wait to see what happens. It is illusory to expect these “followers” to actively listen 
and “follow along” in a way that benefits them.
Therefore, in order to stimulate mental activity, we need a variety of solutions and a problem 
that is sufficiently open so that there are multiple approaches, solutions or interpretations.
However, it is erroneous to think that this level of openness is somehow foreign to the typical 
problems faced in the subject of mathematics. Students’ inability to embark upon their own 
paths is not attributable to an unavoidable characteristic of mathematics, but rather a deficit 
in the quality of the exercises presented.
So in this sense, openness is the prerequisite for variety, variety is a good prerequisite for 
communication and reasoning and these, in turn, are a necessary precondition for coopera-
tion. The importance of other general conditions required to ensure successful cooperation is 
already outlined above.
Alongside these necessary conditions in the learning arrangement there are also a few charac-
teristics for learning situations that help promote cooperative learning. They are the focus of 
this more general section.

Characteristics of Cooperation-inducing Mathematics Lessons

Students

 > communicate directly with one another and not through the teacher;

 > ask their classmates and the teacher “real” questions;

 >  negotiate their goals and products with one another;

 >  present and defend the results of their group work;

 >  depend on one another in a positive way

 > ...
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Examples of Cooperative Learning in Mathematics

Several problems and lesson arrangements that are suitable for collaborative work are pre-
sented in the following. These examples are augmented with explanations of principles that 
are useful in constructing individual tasks. 

Group Explorations 

Topics in mathematics are often introduced in distinctly divergent phases in which students 
must first produce a variety of individual results and later consolidate and systematise these 
examples. Both phases, the divergent and the convergent, provide opportunities for collabora-
tive forms of working, as the following examples illustrate:

Example: Task Allocation for Prime Factorisation

While divvying up the chocolate squares, you noticed 

that numbers can be factored in various ways, e.g.: 

18 = 6 • 3

18 = 2 • 9

But 9 can be factored even further: 9 = 3•3. You can 

draw a factor tree that branches out into smaller and 

smaller factors (see figure right). 

Of course, in some cases it may be possible to  factor 

numbers even further. Examine all of the numbers 

from 1 to 50 to see what types of factor trees you can 

construct with them.

Because there are so many numbers, you can divide the work up: there are blank sheets of paper and 

a list with the numbers from 1 to 50 (twice – two teams can draw a tree for each number) at the front 

of the classroom. Choose a number, cross it off the list and draw the cor-responding tree. When you 

are done with the tree, bring it to the front of the class and pick up a new number.

This example is a relatively weak form of cooperation because the teacher decides and 
 orga  nises the manner in which the work will be divided in advance. Now students can select 
numbers using their own desired criteria, e.g. those that seem particularly easy or inter-
esting to them. Once all of the factor trees have been pinned up in order on the walls of the 
classroom, they realise that together they were able to complete a comprehensive project 
that would have overwhelmed any one of them on their own. The teacher can then  moderate 
the next phase of systematisation: Students recognise the prime factors that repeat in the 
 branches but also discover different trees for the same root of a number. However, their 
 smallest branches always contain the same numbers, just in a different order, etc. …
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Sample Task: Table Arrangement

Sabrina is helping out at a restaurant. She has to 

put a few tables together for a group of tourists. 

The tables in the dining area are all square. On 

their own they each offer enough space for one 

guest on each side.  

The restaurant is expecting 19 guests.

Form small groups and decide:

What should be the most important fac tor 

for Sabrina when tackling this problem? 

What should she pay special attention to?

Summarise your requirements. Each group should work on one requirement.

Then each group should work out the best possible seating order. Record your findings and rea-

soning behind them on a small poster and select a member of the group to present the re-sults 

to the restaurant manager later on.

Tasks like these can be assigned when students are expected to explore a broad subject area 
with numerous examples by dividing up the work and allocating different tasks, e.g. a large 
number of geometric figures or a significant amount of random experiments.

Naturally, there are also tasks in which students decide for themselves how the work will be 
divided up, as in the following example:

Here the students are the ones dividing up the work and assigning tasks – with help from 
their teacher if necessary. This type of learning arrangement may spring from an initial phase 
in which the various possible strategies are gathered together and then handed out, a second 
may be the result of the work performed and a third the summary. Bear in mind that only 
problems that are open enough to allow a variety of different approaches are suited for this 
type of work and that formulating the different strategies and approaches is not the same 
thing as finding a solution. Some strategies for this example might be:

 > The tables should be arranged in such a way that all of the guests can see one another.
 >  The tables should be positioned in a way that allows the guests and the waiter unen-
cumbered access.

 >  The envisaged solution should use as few tables as possible.
 >  The tables should be arranged in the most attractive manner possible.
 > The tables should take up as little space as possible.
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“Open-ended problems” are ideally suited for exercises that students can approach by 
 allocating different tasks, (cf. Becker/Shimada 1997, Büchter/Leuders 2005), such as the 
following:

 > When throwing five marbles, how can you determine in which arrangement the  marbles 
are “closest” to each other?

 >  In a running competition, what would be the best way to compare team performance 
among multiple groups? How do you decide who wins?

 >  When you fold a sheet of paper multiple times, what kind of assumptions can you 
make about the angles created when you unfold the sheet and how can you justify 
these assumptions? 

Some of these exercises, including the first and second examples presented here, are known 
as “normative models”, i.e. situations that allow students to construct competing mathemati-
cal evaluation or decision-making models. These types of situations are extremely effective at 
promoting discourse among students, because they also incorporate subjective aspects in the 
construction and evaluation of a model.
In the “table arrangement” exercise, the students are expected to gather together all of the 
pos-sible strategies and approaches and then break the work down into different tasks. Of 
course, teachers can also allow students in groups to approach these problems directly with 
an identical assignment. Then the variety of approaches and solutions results from the vari-
ous paths the groups will presumably take to address the problem. Mutual reflection on the 
various ap-proaches and conscious division of work at the outset can also yield greater variety; 
this fre-quently results in more opportunities for argumentation. Teachers can also encourage 
an indi-vidual group to work with approaches that appear to be contradictory at first. This 
method of working is also quite typical in the working world, e.g. in exploratory phases in 
which “creative teams” approach problem situations (a new type of packaging, a new adver-
tisement) with the goal of generating as many solutions as possible. 

Cooperative Concept Formation

Many mathematical concepts originate from systematising an at first unsorted abundance 
of individual cases or experiences. When collecting and structuring these individual cases 
 relations become obvious that lead to mathematical abstractions.

Sample Task:

First phase (individual or partner work): Stretch out as many 

squares as possible on a geo-board, transfer them to paper and 

cut them out. Sort them.

Second phase (group work): Sort the squares into various 

groups, assign names to the groups and affix them to a poster.

Third phase (classroom discussion): Spread your posters out 

and look for similarities and differences. Agree on a common 

method of arranging the squares.
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The principle behind this task can be transferred to a number of other situations: 

 > In the first phase, students are expected to work alone or in pairs to demonstrate 
the multifaceted nature of the problem. The presorting phase can help ensure that a 
 variety of opinions comes together in the subsequent group work phase.

 > The second phase is when actual cooperation takes place: small groups must work 
together to bring order to this variety. Using the poster as the target product makes 
it necessary to agree to a common form of grouping the items and to (also) provide 
mathematical arguments for this arrangement. 

 > In the third phase, every group must compare their product to the other groups’ 
 products and defend their results. The teacher can intervene here and carefully intro-
duce the perspective of the envisaged concept formation (but should also allow for 
deviating or alternative terminology). The teacher can use the collaborative class dis-
cussion that follows as a model for illustrating cooperative behaviour in a unification 
process such as this.

The cooperative concept formation process shown here demonstrates how students can be 
highly involved in the concept formation process and social discussion determines the results 
and not outside factors. 

Project-based Work 

Collaboration becomes more active when students within a group must make their own 
 decisions regarding the weighting and distribution of various approaches. What is required 
here are problems that are open enough to allow for a variety of approaches and complex 
enough to make dividing up the work seem worthwhile. Different forms of project-based work 
offer precisely these advantages. A typical characteristic of project work is its orientation 
towards a final product that can only be achieved through cooperation. The mutual product 
goal can be the engine behind a collaborative method of working and makes dividing up and 
coordinating tasks an organic process.

The original exercise – in the exercise below described as assignment part 1 – “only” in-
volves analysing the situation (cf. Laakmann 2005); student collaboration consists of working 
 together to write a letter to the company placing the ad. In the variation presented here, in 
assignment part 2 stu-dents are asked to come up with their own product with the advertising 
concept, and collaboration and argumentation within the group are developed further. The 
goal of presenting themselves in a highly positive light can lead to a beneficial form of mutual 
dependency in the group that actually fosters cooperation. This is particularly effective when 
the result is not evaluated as either right or wrong, but when instead every member of the 
group has an opportunity to contribute to the quality of the product.
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Sample Task: Advertising by Numbers

1. The Braun company advertised that over a period 

of 18 months the average man shaves a beard 

surface area around the size of a football pitch. 

This advertisement was popular among consumers. 

Evaluate the advertisement from a mathematical 

perspective.

2. Braun justified its advertisement with the following 

calculation :

The size of a football pitch is at least 90 x 45m. 

For the purposes of this calculation, we are assum-

ing a size of 90 x 50 m. This corresponds to a 

surface area of 45,000,000 cm². The area of facial 

skin that must be shaved every day is approx. 480 

cm². This area is covered seven times per shave 

(the shaver foil touches the skin more than once), 

every day for 18 months. And: an average of 50 

hairs grow per cm² on the skin; on the football 

pitch it is only 2 blades of grass per cm².

The formula used here is:

 

480  cm2 of skin 

× 7  times the skin is covered while shaving 

× 30 days per month 

× 18  months

× 25 factor hairs per cm2/ blades of grass per cm2. 

In total this amounts to exactly 45,360,000 cm2.

Now you operate an advertising company and want to design a similar sort of advertisement using 

mathematics, too, for a car selling campaign.

If the aim is to afford students even more opportunities to argue their case and the teacher 
wishes to move even further into the background, it is also possible to suggest specific roles 
to the students.

Phase 1  (as before): Gathering ideas and determining who will do what.

Phase 2  (as before): Working on a solution in groups.

© Braun GmbH
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Phase 3:  The members in each group draw straws: one student is the designated 
results analyst; the others are responsible for presenting the results. Then 
the groups are recombined. The results analysts stay in the group area; the 
presenters are all sent to different results analysts. From an organisational 
perspective, this can be achieved by working on a type of group puzzle (see 
last section of this article); but an easier method of doing this is to have 
the presenters simply agree amongst themselves who will go to which group 
table. (There is no need to compel the students to form the new groups with 
an equal number of members). Now the results analysts listen to the various 
presentations.

Phase 4:  The results analysts tell the class which solution they found to be most 
persuasive and provide their reasons for this. 

While suitable problems for younger students must be easily accessible above all else and 
it is possible to explicitly suggest the division of work there in the problem, we expect older 
students to be able to solve more complex problems. They are designated as “experts”, whose 
expertise is required in order to resolve the issue at hand. Then they must not only derive 
the results in a persuasive way, but must also be able to illustrate or present these results in 
an equally convincing manner. These types of “expert exercises” can be found in the Dutch 
Mathematics Alympiad exercises (http://www.fisme.science.uu.nl/alympiade) or in Mersch  
(2005).

They are opportunities for cooperative problem-solving and modelling processes:

Sample task:  

The Siebenkraut company has discovered a new market: German sauerkraut has suddenly become all 

the rage in Japan. Siebenkraut hires an overseas logistics company to calculate the sauerkraut trans-

ports. The company wants to ship the sauerkraut in tins on standard Euro pallets in a container. The 

packaging department manager states that he can manufacture cylindrical tins of any size.

Prepare an expert opinion for the company that indicates:

 > the options for stacking the tins on the 

Euro pallets.

 > the tin formats available and how pack-

aging pricing and the amount of trans-

portable sauerkraut depend on the for-

mat of the tins.

 > what the expected packaging weight 

and volume for the container transport 

is.
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Students Assign each other Tasks

Far too often, the tasks students are asked to perform in maths classes are assigned by 
 teachers or taken from textbooks. Even in the best cases, students are only able to make dis-
coveries under guidance and pose questions that are determined in advance. All too rarely are 
instructors willing to allow students to ask real questions, even questions whose answerability 
cannot be guaranteed ahead of time. But this form of interaction between students provides 
an opportunity for a mutually designed learning process. A variety of possible classroom situ-
ations are outlined below in which students drive the lessons by asking each other questions.

Assigning oneself tasks in discovery phases 

One need not be a mathematician in order to make unexpected discoveries. Students can also 
be mathematics researchers, raise questions and seek answers to these questions together. 
Very open-ended problems that enable a variety of different questions are particularly suited 
for this purpose (see above), such as:

Students can also invent their own assignments in outer mathematical situations. Particularly 
suited for this type of exercise are situations in which students can ask “Fermi questions” 
(Herget/Jahnke/Kroll 2001, Leuders 2001, Büchter/Leuders 2005):

Sample Task:

Think of as many problems as you 

can that involve different ways in 

which the figures right intersect. 

That is, how often they intersect, 

how many cross-sections there are, 

which geometric shapes are formed 

from these, etc.  

You can use any types of shapes you 

like as the original shapes:  circles, 

squares, rectangles,...

Sample Task “School Research”

 > Which teacher talks the most?

 > How many kilometres does a teacher walk each day in the school 

building?

 > Which is heavier? All of the teachers in the school put together? 

Or all of the students? Or all of the textbooks in the school? Or all 

desks and chairs?

 > Think of questions that you can research the  answers to. 
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It is especially important for younger students in particular to have models and examples of 
how they can go about asking their own questions. Here the task variation principle has  proven 
to be a practicable method of “gently approaching” a subject (Schupp 2002, Weth 1999). 
Students take a problem that has been solved and vary it by modifying, replacing, adding or 
removing individual parts of the problem situation or the question. This can transform a task 
such as “Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total area from a square.” into one 
of the following problems, for example: “Cut four circles of any size with the greatest possible 
total area from a square.”, “Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total area from 
a rectangle.”, “Cut four equal circles with the greatest possible total area from a circle.”, 
etc. This operative game with hard-won products is characteristic of the processes of mathe-
matical epistemology. But it can also take place in school provided the right exercises are 
available along with a supportive learning culture.
Simply assigning tasks in discovery phases will not lead to cooperative learning. Appropriate 
methodological arrangements are required for this. One might be:

First Phase: Invent problems.
All of the students think up their own problems. More than anything else, these creative 
phases are about variety and postponing analysis. These conditions are underpinned 
by the organisational form of silent discussion (see e.g. Gerbode/ Richter/ Schluckebier 
2005), in which students communicate exclusively by writing down notes on sheets 
of paper. At the top or in the middle of the page, they jot down one of the two exam-
ples described here, for instance. Then the students pass these notes around or walk 
around from one note to another and write down information surrounding the initial 
situation or their ideas below it. Since they always find their predecessor’s ideas on the 
page, they can also use these to help spark their imagination. 

Second phase: Collect and sort through problems.
The tasks and/or questions are separated and arranged systematically on the board. 
The total number of tasks is now the “research project” that the students will tackle 
together by dividing the work up in groups. 

Third Phase: 
Try out a variety of solution methods or solve the problem.

Fourth Phase: Gather answers and evaluate.
“What did we learn about the initial situation overall? What did each group  contribute?” 
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Assigning tasks in practice phases 

The method of assigning tasks outlined above can lead to interesting albeit difficult to solve 
questions. However, students can give each other problems in simpler situations as well, for 
example when it comes to practising skills. This is an example of how to expand a task into a 
productive method of practising addition with “creation assignments” (assignment part g):

During the discovery phases it is possible, even desirable, for difficult, only approximately 
solvable or even unsolvable problems to arise, whereas the aim of the practice phases is to 
ensure as far as possible that all of the students are able to reinforce or deepen their under-
standing and skills. So when students are expected to not only work on assigned tasks in 
these phases, but also create their own problems for mutual exploration, a few key aspects 
should be borne in mind: 

 > It should be as transparent as possible to students the extent to which they can and 
should introduce variety into the exercises.

 > Before students forward their work, they should check it to make sure it is solvable and 
if necessary find their own solutions (but refrain from sharing them at first).

 > Once they have completed their work, the person assigning the task and the individual 
completing it should share their thoughts on the solutions they found. 

Sample Task: 

Write your own addition problems. One of the numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 should be in each box. 

But beware: you are not allowed to use any one number twice!

a.            +           = 99   

b. 123 + 65 =

c. 1      + 1      = 50 

d. 123 +                = 912

e.                  +                = 999 

f.                  +                 =

g. Write down your own problems and ask your classmates to solve them!
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What makes this active creation of practice exercises so attractive is not merely the collabo-
rative practice involved but also the art of giving students problems that encourage them to 
reflect, that go beyond simply working through a task – above all contemplating the conditions 
required to solve a problem or its level of difficulty and the reasons for this (in the problem 
above, for instance, “This task can be completed directly”, “Here you have to try a few things 
out”, “There are a lot of different possibilities here”, “There is a remainder here”).

Posing and forwarding questions using the “telephone game” principle
The “telephone game” is a simple yet clever method for designing cooperative exercise 
 phases. Whenever a mathematical situation can be presented in a number of ways, the phase 
in which the presentation changes can be used to construct task chains such as the following: 

Each student in a row receives only one slip of paper. As soon as she receives the slip of paper 
from her predecessor, she uses the predecessor’s “solution” as the starting point for working 
on the problem on her slip of paper. She then hands only her solution to the next student.
Then all of the students go back to their groups and discuss any interesting phenomena or 
problems they observed: “What were some of the mistakes made? Why? What are some of the 
changes that occurred that cannot be blamed on anyone involved? Why?”

Another similar exercise could be:

Of course, this task can also be performed in lower grades, for example when transition-
ing from arithmetic expressions (without variables) and mathematical histories, or between 
 division problems with remainders and a corresponding real-life situation.

1. Draw the graph of a function.

2. Draw the graph of the derivative. 

3. Draw the graph of a antiderivative. 

4. Draw the graph of the derivative,

etc.  

1. Select a term (e.g. 12x-5=0).

2. Write a problem for this term that leads back to the term.

3. Write a term for this problem.

4. Write a problem for this term that leads back to the term, etc. 
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Experiments

Experiments provide special impetus for collaboration, especially when all of the members 
of the group need to work together in order for the experiment to be a success. Here we 
have yet another positive example of mutual dependency. Unfortunately, experiments are not 
very common in mathematics classes although they could be performed much more often. 
 Stochastic situations are a common reason for conducting experiments. But even more physi-
cal experiments are good for firmly planting mathematical concepts in students’ minds.

Sample Task: 

How does a candle burn over time? 

Try to formulate the process in mathematical terms so that you can make predictions for different 

candles without having to actually light them. 

(based on U. Brauner)

Games

Games are especially suited for combining social learning with subject learning. The key 
question is: how is playing games related to doing arithmetic? 
There are practice games in which maths skills are practised based on a system of rules the 
students are familiar with or that they create themselves. These types of games combine 
 social learning with mathematics education on a more superficial level. At the same time, the 
game may merely serve as an entertaining way of packaging an exercise or the rules may prove 
particularly suitable for achieving the desired learning effect.
The memory game with arithmetic problems and solutions written on cards belongs in the first 
category. However, when geometric shapes and corresponding objects found in the environ-
ment are represented, students have the chance to practise identifying and associating both 
concrete and abstract forms based on the rules of the memory game.

A further example:
This game is based on popular games and is more than just an appealing form of packaging 
a mathematical activity.
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The appeal here is that students must constantly discuss whether a solution is valid or not 
and are forced to find a consensus in order to continue with the game. So the game not only 
helps students hone their spatial visualisation abilities; it also challenges the players in the 
group to be tolerant and understanding of one another’s answers.
The following example illustrates a completely different type of game (based on SINUS 2006, 
similar approaches from stochastic systems can be found in Büchter 2005, Leuders 2005b, 
for example).

Sample Task: Scattergories - with a Twist ...

Everyone needs a table like this in their notebook. The following row with words that begin with the 

letter A is just an example.

The first person who is up goes through the alphabet in his head, the second person calls “stop!” and 

the letter the first person stopped at is the one used to play the round. Now everyone finds an object 

that begins with this letter for each column. Whoever finishes first calls “stop!” and then the results 

are tallied: for each word found the players are awarded

 > one point if more than one player found the word 

 > two points if only one player found the word.

If you have trouble agreeing on whether a word should count or not, you can vote on it. You can also 

expand the tables or look for other things, such as things that weigh about 10 kg.

Letter Things that are 

about 1 cm tall

Things that are 

about 10 cm  tall

Things that are 

about 1 m tall

Things that are 

about 10 m tall

A Ant Apple Ape Aeroplane

Sample Task: Difference meets ...

Players: 2 to 4; Ages: 7th grade and above 

Items required: 2 dice, a gamesheet for each player, 18 

chips per player

Instructions for play: Each player divides his chips into the columns 

of his choice. The players take turns rolling the dice. The youngest 

player starts. The result of a roll of the dice is the difference of the 

numbers shown on the dice. If the difference is 3, for instance, a chip is removed from column “3”. If 

there is no chip there, then the player is out of luck. The first person with no chips left wins.

Phase 1 (in the group): Play the game a few times in a row.

Phase 2 (in the group): Is it possible to determine who can get rid of the most chips the fastest? Can 

you think of the best strategy for playing this game? Verify your assumption, for example by syste-

matically analysing a few games. Discuss the game strategy you deem most favourable in the group.

Phase 3 (between agroups): Use your strategy to compete against other groups. 

Phase 4 (in class): Present your group results together in front of the entire class.
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What distinguishes this game from the previous examples is the fact that the rules and result-
ing inherent laws of the game encourage the students to conduct mathematical investiga-
tions. Moreover, they are not compelled by an outside force to perform these investigations, 
but rather are able to do so in an organic way, as a result of their desire to win the game. This 
arrangement can be applied in a number of competitive strategy games. The competition 
between the teams gives rise to cooperative spirit within the teams.

 > Phase 1 (in the tgroup): Plaing around with ideas. 
 > Phase 2 (in the group): Investigating the game: What results to the rules lead to? What 
is an example of an optimal winning strategy? 

 > Phase 3 (between teams): Try out the winning strategy. Select the best “empirical” 
strategy.

 > Phase 4 (in class or in a group puzzle, see below): Reflect on the strategies,  
systematise the insights gained. 

Students as teachers 

A type of work involving intense student activity with minimal teacher guidance that is gain-
ing increasing popularity is known as the group puzzle (Frey/Frey-Elling 1999 and “The 
jigsaw classroom” by ARONSON 1978). A successful group puzzle puts a significant amount 
of responsibility for their own learning process and that of their classmates in the hands of 
the students. As the group puzzle is a relatively complex organisational form, an example is 
 offered to illustrate its efficacy [cf. Leuders 2001 – “Ein Gruppenpuzzle aus Schülersicht” 
(“A Group Puzzle from the Students’ Perspective”)].

Phase 0 – Organisation and explanation of the procedure and time management

The scope of this introductory phase depends on the students’ previous experience with this 
method. The information, which should include a mandatory time frame among other details, 
can also be provided in writing. Each student receives a ‘jigsaw piece’ from 1-A to 4-E for the 
group classification.

Phase 1 – individual learning 

The activities during this phase depend heavily upon the group 
puzzle’s function:

 > For group puzzles in which the students are expected to 
acquire knowledge, they first need to absorb and process information. This requires a 
phase of concentrated, individual learning – which can also be assigned as homework. 

 > For group puzzles in which students are expected to call up previous experiences (e.g. 
from everyday life) when a new topic is introduced, this phase can be reduced to 
 having all of the students itemize their individual experiences first in order to introduce 
them in the group encounter later on.
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 > For group puzzles focused on reviewing and elaborating on existing knowledge, it is 
possible to have all of the students take a test and grade it together before Phase 0 
commences. The puzzle themes (e.g. solving quadratic equations, solving exponential 
equations, reading and graphing parabolas, reading and graphing exponential func-
tions) are derived from the gaps in knowledge uncovered during this process, which 
can then be addressed individually in Phase 1.

The material the teacher provides for this phase may include: 

 > Instructions that describe the learning objectives in advance
 > Work materials (sample exercises, texts, drawings...)
 > Control questions/tasks (for self-regulation, to the extent the learning objectives for 
the phase have been achieved or what still needs to be completed in the group phase)

Phase 2 – Expert training

Now all of the students with the same number (i.e. the same subject) 
form groups. The goal of this phase is for the groups to develop 

 > a (mutual) understanding of the subject by allowing the  students 
to engage in dialogue to summarise any specific difficulties they 
encounter or complementary perspectives they find and elimi-
nate any uncertainties (by explaining things to one another).

 > the subject for the next phase in a way that gives their classmates an incentive for 
determining the key aspects, possibly avoiding recognised obstacles more effectively.

 > the approach to negotiations, i.e. to decide how they will present the content to their 
classmates (presentation, chart, text) or whether the classmates should have a practice 
or test phase. 

The material the teacher provides for this phase can include written aids that explain the 
procedure, in particular when it comes to managing time, e.g.:  

“Summarise the key points in the beginning: what is it all about? Prepare a 
drawing. Should the audience write down the information as well? Will you 
 allow questions from the audience during the presentation or will they have to 
wait until the end? Think of some control questions that you can ask in order to 
determine whether the others truly understood your explanations.”

Phase 3 – Teaching round

The groups are now reorganised. Now all of the students with the 
same letter get together. Every group has an expert on each of the 
 topics. In sequence, each of the students receives the same amount 
of time to inform the others about their area of expertise based on the 
considerations of the panel of experts.
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Phase 4 – Plenary 

There are a number of ways in which the work can be concluded here:

 > A debriefing for all of the participants is especially recommended when the teacher 
and/or students are unfamiliar with the method. This will make future attempts at 
 solving puzzles more enjoyable and effective.

 > A review of the results in class can be carried out orally by asking a few control  questions 
to spot check the students’ answers.

 > An individual written test (announced in advance) is a more formal method of achieving 
the same effect. This transforms this method of working into “serious learning”.  

This organisational form is said to have the following advantages: 

 > Students are actively involved in a subject, making them experts and encouraging 
them to assume the role of teacher vis-à-vis their classmates, they “learn by teaching”.

 > The individuals are personally responsible for taking the results from the first group 
phase to the second phase (without the help of better students); this leads to more 
individual responsibility for the overall group result.

 > This responsibility also sparks more student activity within the group than with un-
structured group work in which individual students have less trouble hiding behind the 
work of others. 

A prerequisite for completing a group puzzle is that the topic can be divided into subtopics 
with similar requirements without creating too much overlap between the results of the expert 
group work. Hierarchically structured topics are less suited for this. The students must be 
able to work on the topics and present their findings independently. Although in principle it 
is correct to have a certain amount of confidence in students, it is still important to carefully 
weigh the appropriateness of the problems presented.

Many emphasise the fact that the group puzzle is more suited for accumulating a knowledge 
of facts than for exploratory learning. But that would mean degrading the group puzzle to a 
round of learning. Problem-solving or concept development can also take the shape of a group 
puzzle:

 > Each group of experts works on and solves a similar mathematical problem and presents 
the problem and its solution to the other participants in the teaching round. Examples 
of these types of problems might be: modelling and streamlining mobile phone plans, 
developing a procedure for determining the distance between different plane math-
ematical objects, defining unknown values in a triangle, etc. Then each of the students 
only solves one problem and receives two to four others.  
However, when the problems are related, everyone has a chance to use their own ex-
perience to attempt to understand the other groups’ completed examples and compare 
them to their own assignments. In the plenary session that follows, students carry out a 
systematic methods comparison or determine the reach of the different methods used. 
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 > Each group of experts works on a different mathematical term or arithmetic procedure, 
becomes familiar with it and seeks out examples and applications. Examples of these 
types of terms or procedures might be: numbers presented in different ways, dividing 
functions into groups using their graphical curves, etc. These terms and procedures 
then come together for comparison in the teaching round. This enables teachers to 
hand over the experience sharing phase and a part of the structuring task to students 
before consolidating and systematising the results in class later on. 

 > Each expert group finds a mathematical model for various (related) real-life situations and 
then works on the situation. At a minimum, it should be possible to work on the situa-
tions with similar or at least comparable models. 

In the preceding examples, the groups of experts received different assignments. These were 
carefully selected by the teacher, who ensured that they were either as similar as possible 
or appropriately adapted to the skill levels of the individual groups in terms of difficulty and 
content. This is particularly useful when the explicit goal is to compare the various methods 
in class.

But it is also possible to give assignments with the same goals when the problems or  situations 
are open enough to ensure that the expert groups will automatically see divergences in their 
work. Fermi assignments and open-ended problems are ideally suited for achieving similar 
goals such as these.

In any event, the tasks assigned to the individual groups should not be too demanding. The 
mathematical terms to be explored should build directly on the illustrated examples (the 
elusive continuous function is poorly suited for these types of assignments, for instance). 
It should also be possible to at least partially solve mathematical problems with elementary 
aids (e.g. by trying out different strategies or exploring various examples). Thus, assignments 
are needed that require the ability to differentiate. The majority of students must be able to 
work on the topics themselves; any other approach would merely result in frustration. This 
also requires that teachers formulate the learning objectives and control questions in a trans-
parent way that enables students to control the learning process themselves. The increased 
preparation time is justified by the fact that quality materials can be reused again and again.

Certainly there are a number of organisational issues that require clarification: How do you 
create a group puzzle with 30, 27 or 29 students? Do there always need to be 4 topics? 
How can the individual phases be meaningfully integrated into a 45-minute lesson scheme? 
How are the groups assembled? (Freely or by drawing straws?) From what age is the method 
 appropriate? With a bit of imagination and in specific, individual cases, all of these questions 
can be resolved.

Group puzzles are a skill that must be learned just like any other. All of the participants 
– teachers and students – need to gain experience, report on their impressions and con-
tinuously develop the method. But one should bear in mind that the group puzzle is only one 
method among many and should not be overdone.
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